Man/Boy Love

by David Lamble

"I did not come to this conference to speak for the men who reach out to boys in order to learn what it was to be a child, molested. I came to speak in tribute to those victims of my child molesting career: those adults who I, as a legal child, molested, those who I, as a legal adult, molested in order to discover. I was aware, even then, that not only I but those to whom I reached and who touched my fingers in return, were outlaws whose loved and loving customs relegted us all to an outlaw world."

—Harry Hay, co-founder of the Mattachine Society and member of the Radical Faerie Political Network.

Two issues often neglected by San Francisco Lesbian and Gay leaders, the relevance of Gay Liberation philosophy to and the place of the Man/Boy Love Movement, in the mainstream Gay Rights struggle, received prominent attention this past weekend, as the eighth annual general membership conference of the North American Man/Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) convened at the Pride Center.

Keynoting the NAMBLA Conference were Harry Hay, Morris Right and Mattachine Society and leaders of the pre-Stonewall Gay Liberation Movement on the West Coast. Each, in his own special way, spoke to their feeling of why the current Lesbian/Gay Movement seems so divorced from its more radical roots and why, in particular, such an effort has been made to exclude groups like NAMBLA from the Gay Rights movement.

Gay Vets Get Cold Shoulder

Legion Discrimination

by Paul D. Hardman

After waiting for over seven months to have their charter approved by the American Legion, the Alexander Hamilton Veterans Association was rejected by a vote of 3 to 2 by the commanders of District 8, at their formal meeting Sept. 28. Commander McGruder Wilkinson, who heads the 8th District and the head of the membership committee Ed Pittson voted for admission; Harold Jackson, Phil Tomacillo and Frank Wallman voted against the gay veterans, according to the chairman of the committee.

The issue of gay veterans was raised, according to Wilkinson, but he "did not know if that influenced the vote."

One member, he pointed out, had "religious objections" to homosexuals. When questioned Oct. 3, past commander Harold Jackson told reporters: "All I can say is that it was brought before the district group, and the group elected to refuse granting them a charter. Under the policies of the American Legion, that's all that has to be done.

He contended that no reasons had to be given, and refused to give his reasons for rejecting the gay veterans group. "They notified us to be there, last Friday," said John Wahl, who is the judge advocate of the Alexander Hamilton Grooby, "then they made a point of

Continued on page 2

Silverman Ultimatum: Club Owners Stand Firm

by Ray O'Loughlin

In what has been labeled a blatant political move, Public Health Department Chief Dr. Mervyn F. Silverman ordered 14 gay sex clubs and baths closed down on Friday, October 9th. By noon that day all 14 were shut down by health inspectors. But by the next day, most were open for business as usual as owners defied the city to take the issue to court. As Sentinel USA went to press, the City Attorney's office had yet to seek a court injunction closing all six remaining gay bathhouses, four sex clubs, two bookstores and two movie theatres.

As a heavily guarded and brief news conference, Silverman claimed he now had medical evidence linking the 14 commercial gay sex establishments to the spread of AIDS. He said that 30 businesses had been visited by health inspectors who observed no unsafe sexual acts taking place in 16 other establishments.

But according to a widely circulated letter from the AIDS Activity Office of the federal Centers for Disease Control, bathhouse attendance in no way correlates with the risk of contracting AIDS. A September 5th. letter from Dr. William Darrow of the CDC to Dr. Neil Schram, president of the American Physicians for Human Rights, revealed preliminary data from a study underway at San Francisco's City Clinic. That study of 254 men indicated that having five or more sex partners per month does raise one's chances for getting AIDS but that meeting those partners in bathhouses and sex clubs did not further enhance risks. This conclusion underscores the contention long made by gay health leaders that it is specific sexual acts that transmit AIDS regardless of location.

Under questioning from reporters, Silverman, visibly surprised, denied ever receiving that data. But sources have told Sentinel USA that they believe the Department of Public Health has had that report for at least two months. "I know that he (Darrow) sent the information to Dean Eichenberg in August," said one source who preferred not to be named. Eichenberg is head of the DPH's statistics bureau and was not available for comment.

Stating that "Silverman's order doesn't require closure," attorney Tom O'Sullivan, representing the Northern California Baths Association, said, "there is nothing for us to go into court for now." He explained that the October 9th. order was not a "self-enforcing quarantine order. Quarantine powers are used against infected premises which is not the case here, no one is saying that the infectious agent is in the building. This is an unprecedented use of the health director's

Continued on page 14

Voice of the New Generation
Vets from page 1

Seeking Emanicipation in San Francisco:
A Man's Story
By Jesse Harrison (Age 16)

June 25, 1984 marked the beginning of a new chapter for me. I was sent to a new school, alone, but with the knowledge that I had to be strong, for my identity was at stake.

Finding my way through the current Gay leadership is tough. I have been a part of many groups, but none have been as effective as the one that I belong to. My group, the Gay Republican, has recently raised ten thousand big bucks, in a single day.

Senator Ed Davis, who, for many years, was one of whose little soirees had recently been attended by me, is assessing — I think correctly — the possible impact of a newly formed group, called NAMBLA. "Senator Davis' Gay Republicans spelled real trouble for the Capitalist System," he thought. "It was against the law to be Gay, and the present government was not interested in his activities."

NAMBLA is a group that has been formed to address the issue of child molesting, and to try to stop it. One of the key figures in NAMBLA is the Executive Director, David Thorstad. He has a very fine reputation, and he is a part of our heritage. The Ancient Greeks, who were the first to recognize the concept of homosexuality, are an inspiration to us.

NAMBLA has been criticized, but I believe that the group is doing the right thing. I have been to one of their meetings, and I was impressed. The group has a strong commitment to stopping child molesting, and they are doing it with men."

The NAMBLA Conference was not marked by any particular internal divisions within the group. About a hundred persons attended the conference, and it was a very positive experience.
AIDS Safe-Sex Guidelines

The American Civil Liberties Union of Northern California and the Lesbian Rights Project filed a lawsuit in federal court, October 1, on behalf of an officer of the California Air National Guard who was involuntarily discharged simply because he refused to bequeath his homosexuality. The military had been notified of the condition by an officer in the U.S. Air Force who, in both capacities, Johnson has received excellent performance ratings. Johnson's enlistment contract with the ANG was to run through June 1985; as an officer with the ANG he had also recognized him as an officer in the Air Force Reserve.

Johnson informed the National Guard about his sexual orientation because he believed she was necessary as a matter of personal integrity. She was aware of the regulations requiring the discharge of homosexuals and was also aware that homosexuals in the Air Force might be discharged without her knowledge and without her consent. She was able to communicate to her commander.

A week after Johnson wrote her letter, she filed a complaint with the Department of the Air Force, Administrative Review Board, and an administrative discharge for homosexuality was initiated. The hearing, which was taped, was then transferred to the Judge Advocate General.

Following a hearing before an Air Force officer in September 1983, Johnson was discharged from the Cad ANG and the Air Force. The formal order was signed by the Secretary of the Air Force in a letter dated October 23, 1983.

The basis of the discharge rested solely on Johnson's admission that she considered herself a lesbian and as such, because she engaged in a homosexual activity or illegal conduct of an immoral kind.

Ironically, throughout the proceedings, which lasted for more than a year, Johnson continued to serve as an officer in the ANG and to receive her pay and benefits. In fact, the Air Force commissioned her as a lieutenant colonel.

According to Mrs. Johnson, "This is the first case in the country in which the military has challenged the woman's right to be homosexual on her command. Most other organizations have the option of changing the basis of their criterion to be removed from the selection process through counseling and therapy to allow her to reenter the service. She is a qualified officer and her discharge is a violation of her constitutional rights to free speech, freedom of association, due process and privacy."

The ACLU is represented in the case by the California Air National Guard and the Air Force Reserve and for a judge that would be willing to hear the discharge on the basis of her accession to a homosexual identity violated Johnson's constitutional rights to free speech, freedom of association, due process and privacy. "According to Johnson's attorney, Attorney General of California, "Ahlleck, "A favorable outcome will potentially impact all the homosexual women and men who serve in the National Guard throughout the country."

Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., author of the bill that adds $14.6 million to the administration's $55 million allocation for AIDS research, said the amendment provides an additional $11.2 million for the Center for Disease Control. $2.6 million for the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration. The measure was approved by the Senate Committee on Appropriations.

The Gay Rights National Lobby is working with the Senate Committee to ensure that the $14.6 million remains intact.

Nancy Roth, Director of the GRNL, said that the $18.6 million is supplemented with $6 million from Congresswoman 18-Officer Chair of the Appropriations Subcommittee on AIDS that the National Institutes of Health will use an extra $7.6 million for AIDS research.

This500BG includes funding of $30 million above the administration's requested $14.6 million and an extra $1 million in new funds. The proposal that is $1.8 million increase funded by the National Institutes for AIDS research.

The lobbying for funding the GRNL program brought to the position proven organizational, financial and managerial skills. It brings to the position proven organizational, financial and managerial skills. After the hearing, she will begin advocating for the discharge of gay and lesbian employees. She is committed to the discharge of gay and lesbian employees.

The discharge of gay and lesbian employees is a violation of their civil rights in which they are entitled."
A good man is hard to find... but we've found him!

DEAN GOODMAN
Community College Board
Endorsed by:
Stonewall Gay Democratic Club
National Organization of Women P.A.C.

...and two... youll have little trouble finding investment counselors dollars to invest at any one time—has a more difficult more you have to know, until now. CALL 415-441-1434 today. There aren't too many people who will help you analyze your needs.

If your favorite uncle leaves you $50,000. The small investor with only a few thousand...HALLOWEEN CELEBRATION 11/3/84 (Financial Planners for the First-time Investor)
488 HAYES (betw. Gough and Octavia)
Costume Dance 8 pm to 1 am
BUFFET — SUNDAY 11/4/84
David C. Schuyler, proprietor

CAL-GEORGIA INVESTORS If your favorite uncle leaves you $50,000 you'll have little trouble finding investment counselors to help you come up with an investment plan. They'll find you.

The small investor with only a few thousand dollars to invest at any one time—has a more difficult time. It's absurd, but the less you have to invest the more you have to know, until now, CALL 45-441-1434 today. There aren't too many people who will help you analyze your needs. We Will.
P.O. BOX 15907 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115 P.O. BOX 223, BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90223 (Financial Planners for the First-time Investor)

MARY'S HOUSE
DAVID'S House

Open
11 am to 2 am

Secluded Estate In Danville
On 1.5 acres of parklike grounds with two white fallas, crystal pool, Koi pond, teraied gardens and groves, Huge stone fireplace is focal point for gracious living room. Magnificent use of natural wood, beams, glass, stone, Large gourmet kit-chen, Master bath with double sinks, French doors, Large walk-in closets, Mediterranean style bathrooms. Needs some TLC. This secluded paradise is priced well below appraisal at $505,000. For more information please call Lynda or Cathy (Agents) at 415-820-9000 or 830-9705.

HURTING?
Headache, Backache, Lea... TRY CHIROPRACTIC
Dr. RICK PETTI
470 Castro Street, San Francisco, CA 94114 (415) 552-7744

Gay and Lesbian Catholics our friends and family.

CATERING
Mmm...m...m...m
6100 Geary St., San Francisco 94118
(415) 764-7777

4114 Gough St., San Francisco 94118
558-1714

551 Gay Street, San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 552-7741
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AIDS Project, 201 Geary St., San Francisco 94102, 558-9644

AIDS Awareness Week
November 15-21
Cathedral of St. Mary of the Assumption
San Francisco, CA 94110

Volunteers Needed
AIDS PACIFICA
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK
November 15-21
Cathedral of St. Mary of the Assumption
San Francisco, CA 94110

Volunteers Needed
558-6363

1272 TELEGRAPH BERKELEY

The unthinkable. Then do the do-able.

Shanti volunteers provide emotional and practical support for people with AIDS and their loved ones.

Volunteers needed now. Call for more information.
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**Commentary**

**Think Big**

**Charles R. Roberts, Jr.**

Invest in Art?

Buying art that appreciates in value is tricky and highly speculative. You hope the quality and value of the painting will increase over the years. With the object you buy today may only hold its value or possibly lose it. The only good reason to buy a work of art is because you know and like it. Buying art for the financial profit is not a very sensible or realistic pursuit.

There is the great hope that one will find an artist who needs money and whose work you can buy inexpensively. But is it good that his work shows up in a variety of places? Take Van Gogh or Cezanne for instance. Both sold virtually nothing during their lifetime. Their original market was sometimes heavily manipulated. Sometimes has been enriched and enhanced the Board of Supervisors, guaranteeing that our civil rights are protected in the future.

Renne has proven to be an effective, no nonsense presence on the Board. Some see her as a seasoned, politician who has earned a very decent following the November elections. We need to keep him at City Hall.

To anyone who missed out on this one I suggest you go to the library and read another column. It was in prime shape on Folsom Street. There was more of it, per square foot, than anywhere else on earth.

For connoisseurs like myself there was also a smorgasbord of local events. There were sexual cruising events for: "Let's cuddle and see what price? His conscience's? Doesn't the deepest one fight " in his own

Calypso style, the voice that has more often than not supported gay and lesbian rights. She has

I came out earlier this year and my gay experi­

Do not bring in the serious dollars need­

I believe that Ferraro is the kind of woman who will fight for our rights. She is much more effective than any of the other candidates. Tell your friends, neighbors and community supporter) because he

BAPHR also considered adding a blue and white checks are supposed to be the signal for uniforms and a code.

Full circle: In the space of a few days we will have a tough fight to unseat any of them. Their fundraising efforts have been

``The Hankies'' - a handkerchief or bandana code for sexual cruising code for: "Let's cuddle and see what price? His conscience's? Doesn't the deepest one fight " in his own

I had called Dr. Will Warner, chair of "Safe Sex Hankies" on sale at the Safeway market near the Civic Center in San Francisco. "Safe Sex Hankies" on sale at the Safeway market near the Civic Center in San Francisco.

``I want to be a leader who helps to create the world that we want," Dave Wharton (don't forget Britt)."
The Nightingale of Montgomery Street -
Conversations with the Widow Norton
By Jose Sarria  With Tom Murray

Proclamation

A t the peremptory request and desire of a large majority of the citizens of these United States, Joshua Norton, formerly of Algas Bay, Cape of Good Hope, and now for the past nine years and ten months in San Francisco, California, declare and proclaim myself Emperor of these U.S., and by virtue of the authority hereby invested in me, do hereby order and direct the representatives of the different States of the Union to assemble in the Music Hall, of this city, on the 1st day of February next, then and there to make such alterations in the existing laws of the Union as may ameliorate the evils under which the country is laboring, and thereby cause confidence to exist both at home and abroad, in our stability and integrity.

17th Sep. 1859
Emperor of the United States

Norton I.

Norton I.

The Emperor Norton

San Francisco has always had a story and a story part. It's important that we pause a moment and look back at those stories to understand how they relate to the present day. The story of Joshua Norton, whose life was anything but commonplace, is one such story.

Joshua Norton's story began in England and ended in San Francisco, California. He was born in 1819 in London, England. His family was Jewish, and he was raised in a relatively privileged background.

Joshua Norton's life is marked by a series of events that led him to San Francisco. In 1851, he sailed to California, a place rich in the promise of gold. Joshua Norton arrived in San Francisco in 1852, and he quickly became involved in the local community. He became a prominent figure in the city, and he was known for his eccentricities.

Joshua Norton's reign as Emperor of the United States began on September 17, 1859, and it lasted for 23 years. He held court in various locations, including his residence on Grant Avenue, a house he purchased in 1864. Joshua Norton's reign was marked by a series of proclamations and decrees, many of which were whimsical in nature.

One of the most famous of these proclamations was the one issued in 1859, which declared Joshua Norton as Emperor of the United States. The proclamation was written in the style of a Shakespearean sonnet, and it was signed by Joshua Norton himself.

Joshua Norton's reign was marked by a series of conflicts and controversies. He was often regarded as a crank and a charlatan, but he was also respected for his unique personality and his ability to make others laugh.

Joshua Norton died on January 8, 1880, while walking up California Street. He was interred in Woodland Cemetery, and his remains were eventually removed and reburied in the main drag of our city.

But Joshua Norton's legacy lives on. His story is a reminder of the power of imagination and the importance of the individual voice. His reign as Emperor Norton I. continues to inspire and amuse people around the world.

So, let us remember Joshua Norton, the Nightingale of Montgomery Street, and the extraordinary life and times of this unique figure in San Francisco history.
Music:

Mike Misciolli

"Pops"

All there is trimmer than she's looked in a long time. At 64, she's lost some of her vocal operating at 33 which her hits, like "I Don't Know funky "I Want to be Happy," of all and, more disturbing, in song. she also tends to ramble distractedly) come spilling forth. Various songs these days, her concerts are an unfor­ showcase her various strengths — interpretation; " 'S Wonderful" her soft, Conlidge. very much one of today's Lee's influence, it's significant that, in "Fever," "Black Coffee". (Her bluesy, smoky vocal was especially right to Me" ) and her hits (" We're All her latest l.P. "Inside the Fire."}

Executive Level

LIMOUSINES

When you're going places... 626-2610

Photography

Portraits / Portfolios / Advertising

Assistant:

Edward Weston and Frederic Simpson but these matronly and highly personal works are distinctive. (Times Nov. 13)

There were more openings downtown last week. At Diana Ruth, prints ran around the Richard Prince painting of a beaver (Prince’s views run around the Richard Prince painting of a beaver, this is an exciting prospect indeed (Opens Oct. 17). ■

With a clear head, it's easy to sec these artists have over-indulged. Pro- icomputer graphics, from an artist artist, there's something too con­ saction. As if that weren't enough, the studio interiors — have a fine art feci tion and drawn the very best of this ar­ painter. This master assembly was an abominable failure, perhaps because the spirits ran on his way. (Closes Sept. 27)

Anyway, you're there to see art. aren't you? There's a lot of it at the Moderns right now, and on the heels of the big summer show of non-es­ness, soon to be followed by a fifty-seventh anniversary show, this cultural monument hasn't looked as good in a long while.

In the round, four mighty caverns by Clifford Still can be seen all the more brilliant. Still's request to the Museum visualized that his paintings would come out of the round, don't have to be flat. and don't work the same as the pictures. All this, and the underpinnings of his later work, can be seen in an entirely new light. (Opens Oct. 9.)

Fairest Davis' photographs round the corner Columbus & Valiente (434-3563) are written for Diego Rivera. Rivera was in some respects, still a stu­ dience: but when he began to resort to the,"he's obviously under the in­ fluence of major cubists, for good or evil, he started to come in his way. (Closes Oct. 9.)

When you're paying $8 for a frame that costs $20 you are either generous, or you haven't checked on the prices at the WORKS.
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The Latest in Total Comfort!!

SOFUTA OBD

Futoa SOFUB $656 ONLY $369

6-layer cotton comfort filled bed top

SOFA:

FAFOA

BRILLIANT!

ABC Newspaper

650 Gearv Street, San Francisco

Jerry Friedman presents

60 Minutes, an award-winning news magaz
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Music; concert at Herbst Theatre. The Kronos. interesting music, was offered by the La Sonnambula then a meandering and episodic romantic quartet by John A. Lennon, course of this season's concerts, return problems. Carmen featured Alicia Nafe, an mump and the desperate nature of the gypsy toreador of Lenus Carlson Kaaren Erickson offered some lovely occasion of Micaela. No one, with the exception of the conductor, which actually says more about his abilities than their spirit faded over the evening. He has a pret-
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EAGLE was even more so. Surely the PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION and the Phillips to heteros, we don't

Newspaper. Have often regretted that as a leather stud threw a young on-duty Rent-A-Cop, who had the good

THE BEAT GOES ON

Speaking of worthy causes, was

"Brothers" was on HBO what is the first (or last) thing I did?

As a leather stud threw a young on-duty Rent-A-Cop, who had the good

Our first column is now history, and South of Market know about it officially. I understand there was a organization, it more than made up in

"Community is Back in Town!"
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**Healing Sensual Massage**

Esalen. Acupressure, non sexual, 2 hour session for $40.00. A trusting warm and supportive experience to help one release tension and stress. Craig in Berkeley, 845-2670. (12)

**Staying Power Massage**

handsome male, mustache, electric Gino 775-9367. (11)

**2 hrs. bliss balance 7 chakras touch in a private intimate space of pleasure & peace**

James and Peter 431-0269. (11)

**★ TANTRIC MASSAGE**

185-6356. 24 hrs intout. (11)

**TALL DARK AND HUNGRY**

Hung Big will give massage in all the right places. Good tan and healthy body. Horni all the time. Call John 775-7184. (12)

**Sebby Modeling and Escort Agency**

Young men 18 to 29 from around the world. You have purchased their photos, now you can see them in person (415) 397-6510. Apllicants needed. (12)

**Classifieds Order Form**

1. Pick one of the following categories:

- MENS PERSONAL
- WOMENS PERSONAL
- MIXED PERSONAL
- JOB WANTED
- MESSAGES

2. List your name and address:

- CITY
- STATE
- ZIP
- PHONE

3. List your method of payment:

- MC/VISA, # __________________________
- CHECK

4. Design your ad:

- BOLDFACE: _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

5. Figure your cost:

- words over 30 @ .25 $ _______
- Boldface @ $2 per line _______
- $10USA box or pickup _______
- Amount enclosed _______

PulOut Hot Line (orders only 415-861-8102)

Mail to USA. 500 Hayes St., S.F., CA 94102.